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learners. the forum for research on languages of scotland and ulster - roibeard Ó maolalaigh (with mark
mcconville, university of glasgow) ‘risk-free’ corpus planning for scottish gaelic? collaborative development of
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consultation with gaelic faclair na gàidhlig and corpas na gàidhlig: new approaches ... - pike, lorna and
roibeard Ó maolalaigh. 2013. ‘faclair na gàidhlig and corpas na gàidhlig: new approaches make sense’ in
cruickshank, janet and robert mccoll millar (eds.) 2013. after the storm: papers from the forum for research on
the languages of scotland and ulster ... this essay will focus on two projects in scottish gaelic which will
gÀidhlig ann an albainn: sÒisio-chÀnanachas agus ... - of gaelic in nova scotia’. unpublished phd thesis,
university of ottawa. bannerman, chrissie (1995). ‘gaedhlig [sic] / scottish gaelic’, in na teangacha
neamhfhorleathana agus oiliúint mhúinteoirí: ag díriú ar an ngné eorpach / the lesser used languages and
teacher gaelic at the university of glasgow: interest, abilities ... - gaelic at the university of glasgow:
interest, abilities and attitudes michelle cotter fiona dunn roibeard Ó maolalaigh gaelic @ the university of
glasgow | august 2010 this research was funded by bòrd na gàidhlig 1711 report coverdd 1 13/08/2010 11:38
the edinburgh companion to the gaelic language - the edinburgh companion to the gaelic language
edited by moray watson and michelle macleod ... a comprehensive guide to the scottish gaelic language 320pp
234 x 156 mm hb 978 0 7486 3708 9 £60.00 ... professor roibeard Ó maolalaigh, professor of gaelic and irish,
university of glasgow 7. hebridean and mainland dialects gla 21 numbers and nouns - gaelicseattle http://gaelicseattle | geoffrey@gaelicseattle | advanced scottish gaelic numbers and nouns if you read through
the “sources and further readings” at ...
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